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Another Ascoli theorem for multi-valued functions

Various Ascoli theorems for multi-valued functions have been proved 
by Lin and Bose [4], Mancuso [5], and Smithson [7]. However, the fact 
that a multi-valued function on a space X  to a space Y can be considered 
as a single-valued function on X  to the space of non-empty subsets of Y 
is not used in any one of the above mentioned papers. In the present 
paper, this fact is used and another Ascoli theorem for multi-valued 
functions is obtained. While the relation between this result and those 
in [4] and [5] is hardly seen, we show that it includes the one obtained 
in [7].

Throughout this paper, X  and Y denote two topological spaces, 
Z and Z* denote the sets of all non-empty and non-empty compact subsets 
of Y respectively with the finite topology which has been studied by 
Michael [6]. The term “multifunction” is used for multi-valued functions 
and the term “function” is reserved for single-valued functions. To make 
this paper selfcontent, we state in section 1 some definitions and results 
from [4] and [6]. »

1 . Preliminaries.
Definition 1.1. For subsets B lt . . ., Bn of Y, let <В15 ..., Bn> denote

П
the collection of non-empty (compact) subsets E  of У with E a  U  B{

г=1
and Е п В { Ф 0  for i  — 1, . . . , n .  The finite topology for Z(Z*) is the 
one with {{Uu . . ., TJn>: Ulf .. ., Un are open sets in Y} as a basis (see
[6], Proposition 2.1, for verification).

It is easy to see that the totality of sets of the form < IT> = {E c= Y : 
В Ф 0  (E is compact), E  <= U} of <Y, TJ) = {E c  Y: E n  U Ф 0  (E is 
compact)} with U open in Y is a subbase for the finite topology for 
Z{Z*),

Theorem 1.2. A function f  on X  to Z* is continuous if  and only if
X : f (x )n B  Ф 0} is closed in  X  whenever В is closed in  Y, and is open 

ш X whenever В is open in  Y ([6], Corollary 9.3 (modified)).
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Theorem 1.3. I f  8* is a compact subset of Z*, then the union of the 
subsets of Y which are members of 8* is a compact subset of Y (Г61, Theorem 
2.5.2 (modified)).

Theorem 1.4. (1) Y is Hausdorff or regular if  and only if  Z* is Haus- 
dorff or regular respectively ([6], Theorem 4.9.8 and 4.9.10 (modified)).

(2) Y is compact Hausdorff i f  and only if  Z* is compact Hausdorff 
([6], Theorem 4.9.12).

Contrary to Theorem 1.4(1), it can be easily seen that Z is Hausdorff 
if and only if Y is discrete and that Z is regular if and only if every open 
set in Y is also closed. Thus it is not surprising that we shall concentrate 
our attention to multifunctions F  on X  to Y with the property that F (x) 
is compact in Y  for each x eX . Such a multifunction is said to be point 
compact ([5]; [7]) and we shall denote the class of all point compact multi
functions on X  to Y by Tft*(X, Y). Furthermore, we shall use the notation 
< ...) to mean the collection of non-empty compact subsets of Y with 
the property prescribed in Definition 1.1.

If A and В  are subsets of X  and Y respectively and Fe90t*(X, Y), 
then we denote as in [4] F (A ) = U {^ (^ ): ooeA] and F~1(B) = {xeX : 
F (x )n B  # 0 } . The following three definitions are found in [4].

Definition 1.5. Fe9R*(X , F) is said to be continuous if, for each 
open set U in Y, F~1{U) is open and F~1(Y  — U) is closed in X.

Definition 1.6. The compact open topology for ^<=Ю1*(Х, Y) 
is the topology generated by totality of sets of the form {Fe F (K ) c  17} 
or {Fe : К  c  F~l {TJ)} with К  compact in X  and U open in Y.

It should be noted that this definition is equivalent to that given 
by Smithson [8].

Definition 1.7. <= 9JÎ*(X, Y) is said to be strongly evenly contin
uous if for each xe X, each ye Y and each open neighborhood U of y 
there exists an open neighborhood N  of x and an open neighborhood V 
of y such that

(i) if F e 3F and F (x )n V  Ф 0 ,  then X  c  F~1(U ),
(ii) if F e tF ,F (x )n V  # 0  and F (x) <=z U, then F (X )  <= JJ.
R em ark 1.8. In [4], J5" with the property stated above is said to

be evenly continuous. But we shall define even continuity otherwise 
and call this one strongly even continuity. The reason will follow from 
Theorem 2.2 below.

2. Point compact multifunctions on X  to Y. Clearly Feÿ)l* {X, Y)
can be regarded as a function on X  to Z* and vice versa. To make our 
notation less ambiguous, we denote by F  the function on X  to Z* with 
F (x) =  F (x) for each x e X  while НеШ*{Х1 Y). (If i c i ,  then F  (A)
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is a subset of Y and F  (A ) is a collection of compact subsets of Y .) It is 
obvious from Definition 1.5 and Theorem 1.2 that F  is continuous if and 
only if F  is continuous.

Let &  c=9ïï*(X, Y) be given; then &  = {F: F e  is a family 
of functions on X  to Z*. According to Kelley and Morse [3], p. 235, 8F is 
evenly continuous if for each xe X , each ze Z* and each neighborhood 
d of z there aire neighborhoods X  of x and II of 2 such that F(N ) a  О 
whenever F e êF and F{x)eH . Clearly we may consider only those basic 
neighborhoods of 0.

Definition 2.1. ^  <=.Ш*(Х, Y) is said to be evenly continuous
A

if SF is evenly continuous. Explicitly, ^  ffl (X , Y) is evenly continuous 
if for each x e X ,  each non-empty compact subset E of Y and each finite 
collection {Ï7i, .. ., TJn} of open subsets of Y with Ее ..., Un}, 
there are a neighborhood J  of ж and a finite collection {Vx, . . . ,  YTO} of 
open subsets of Y with Ee <Vx, .. ., Ym> such that F (x') e < Ux, . . . ,  Un> for

n n
each’#'e N  (or, equivalently, F (N ) c  Ui and N  a  Q F ~ 1(TJi )) whenever 

F e &  and F (x ) e  <Fj, . . . ,  Ym>.
Theorem 2.2. I f  SF <= 5Щ*(Х, Y) is strongly evenly continuous, then 

2F is evenly continuous.
Proof. Let x e  X , Е е  Z* and open subsets Z7X, — , TJn in Y with 

E e (U 1, ..., TJny be given. For each % = 1, . . . , n ,  fix a point у{еЕ(лТ1{, 
then TJi is an open neighborhood of y { in Y. By strongly even continuity 
of there exist open neighborhoods N xi of x  and V1{ of y { such that the 
following conditions hold:

(h) if F e  &  and F ( x ) n V u Ф  0 , then N u  с  Е~г{ Vf),

(iij) if F e  F {x)r\  V u Ф 0  and F (x )  cz Uit then F ( N U) a  TJt .
П

Also, since U — [ J  Ui is a neighborhood of each y{, there' exist open
i = 1

neighborhoods N2i of x and V2i of y{ such that conditions (i2) and (ii2) 
hold, where (i2) and (ii2) are analogous to ( i j  and (iix) but TJit  V xi and N u

П П
are replaced by U, V2i and X 2i respectively. Let N  = П Я  и n П ^ 2i,

i = 1 *=1
У г = Vu n V 2in  U for г = 1 , . . . ,  n and Vn+1 = U, then N is a neigh
borhood of x and Fj, . . ., Vn+l are open in Y with E e (V x1 ..., Yn+1>.

П
Moreover, (q) and (ii2) together yield that N  <= Q F ~ 1(U i ) and F (N )  c= U

n i=l
^ U  Hi whenever F e &  and F (x )e  <Fj, ..., Fn+1>. Thus J5" is evenly

i =l
continuous.
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Theorem 2.3. Let 3F с  Ш*(Х, Y). I f  every F e tF  is single-valued, 
then the concepts of strongly even continuity and even continuity in the sense 
of Definition 2.1 as well as that in  the sense of Kelley and Morse (note that 

is also a family of functions on X  to Y) are all equivalent.
Proof. Under our hypothesis the equivalence of strongly even con

tinuity and even continuity in the sense of Kelley and Morse is shown 
in [4]. Thus, owing to Theorem 2.2, we need only show that even con
tinuity in the sense of Definition 2.1 implies that in the sense of Kelley 
and Morse. But this is obvious from the first part of Definition 2.1 since 
Y can be considered as a subspace of Z* ([6], p. 153).

Consider the class of all continuous members of 901* (X, Y), give it 
the compact open topology (Definition 1.6) and denote this space by cê, 
then {F : F e  is the class of all continuous functions on X  to Z*. Let 
^ denote this class with its compact open topology ([3], p. 221); then we 
have the following result:

Theorem 2.4. I f  X  is Hausdorff or regular, then the natural map <p 
on to <€ (that is, <p{F) — F) is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Let (K , W), it К  a  X  and W a  Z*, denote the class {Fe ^ :: 
F(K ) c= W}. The map q> is clearly one-to-one and onto. In view of Definition 
1.6, we need only show that the collection of classes (К , < U)) and 
(K, <Y, U)) with К  compact in X  and U open in Y is a subbase for the 
compact open topology for (€. But this follows from a lemma (or the 
proof of it) of Jackson ([2], Lemma 2.1).

3. Ascoli theorem. In this section we establish an Ascoli theorem for 
multifunctions F  by using F  and the well-known Ascoli theorem ([3]r 
p. 236). and ^ remain the same as above.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose X  is regular locally compact and Y is regular 
Hausdorff. Then a subset ^  of is compact if  and only if

(a) is closed in  (€,
(b) the closure of 8F{x) = U{U(&): FetF} in  Y is compact for each 

xe X , and
(c) 3F is evenly continuous.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 and the Ascoli theorem found in [3], p. 236r 

it is sufficient to show that conditions (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent to 
the following:

(a') ^  = {F: F e J5"} is closed in
(b') the closure of £F(x) = [F{x): F e !F} in Z* is compact for each 

xe X, and
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(c') as a family of functions on X  to Z*, is evenly continuous.
It is immediate from Theorem 2.4 and Definition 2.1 that (a) and

(c) are equivalent to (a') and (c') respectively. How we show the equi
valence of (b) and (b')- Fix xe X, let 3?{x)~ and denote the closure
of tF(x) in ¥ and that of in Z* respectively. If (b) is satisfied, we 
see from Theorem 1.4 that the set Z'l(x) — {zeZ*: z c  ^{x)~} = {z: z 
is a non-empty compact subset of &(x)~} is compact and hence closed 
in Z*. Moreover, i^(x ) <= Z\{x). Thus, as a closed subset of the compact 
set Zq(x), tF{x)~ is compact. That is, (b') is satisfied. Conversly, if (b') 
is satisfied, then by Theorem 1.3 E(x) = U {^: is a compact
and hence closed subset of Y. Clearly E(x) => U  ze!F{x)} — 3F{x). 
Hence tF (x)~ с= E(x) and is therefore compact. This completes the 
proof.

Let <$0 be the set of all continuous functions on X  to ¥ ; then <= Я> 
and the relativization of the compact open topology for # to is the 
compact open topology for <̂0. If ¥ is Hausdorff, it is easily seen that Y, 
considered as embeded in Z*, is closed. By à lemma ([1], p. 121), is 
closed in cê. Thus, if $F c: <̂0, then !F is closed in # if and only if it is closed 
in #0. From this and Theorem 2.3, we see that Theorem 3.1 is in fact 
a generalization of the Ascoli theorem found in [3], p. 236. Also, similar 
to the latter, Theorem 3.1 can be proved for a fc-space X  which is either 
Hausdorff or regular if condition (c) is replaced by iL3F is evenly continuous 
on each compact subset of A ”. More precisely, this condition is that 
the family 3F\К  = {F\K: FetF}, as a family of multifunctions on К  
to Y, is evenly continuous for each compact subset К  of X.

From now on we assume that Y is a uniform space with uniformity 
^ = {Ua: ae ja/}. For each a e i ,  define

= {(«i, z2)eZ* xZ *: z2 cz (J  Ua [y] and z2r\ Ua[y] ф 0  for each ye Zj}..
VeZi

Then {Wa: ae sé~) is a base for some uniformity w for Z* (cf. 6, Definition
1 . 6 ).

Similar to Definition 2.1, we say that IF <=. Y) is equicontinuous.
(at xe X) if SF, as a family of functions on X  to the uniform space (Z*, w),, 
is equicontinuous (at xe X) ([3], p. 232). It is interesting to note that this 
definition coincides with that given in [7] (namely, for each a e  there 
exists a neighborhood N  of x such that for all F e ^ ,F ( N )  c  Ua[F (x )J  
and F {x ')n  Ua[y ] Ф 0  whenever x' e N and ye F (x)).

Owing to the equivalence of conditions (b) and (b') in Theorem 3.1 
and noting that the topology induced by w for Z* is just the finite topology 
for Z*([6], Theorem 3.3), we obtain, from two theorems of Kelley and. 
Morse ([3], p. 237), two analogous results:
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L emma 3 .2 . I f  3F a  ffî*(X, Y) is equicontinuous, then 3F is evenly 
<continuous.

L emma 3.3. I f  3F с  Ш * {X, Y) is evenly continuous, Y is Eausdorff 
and x is a point of X  such that 3F{x) has a compact closure in  Y , then 3F is 
equicontinuous at x.

Combining these and Theorem 3.1, we get the following:
Theorem 3.4. Suppose X  is regular locally compact and Y is a E aus

dorff uniform space. Then a subset 3F of is as described prior to Theorem 
2.4) is compact if  and only if

(a) 3F is closed in
(b) ^ (x )  = has a compact closure in  Y for each

x  e X , and
(c) 3F is equicontinuous.
Thus we see that the Ascoli theorem in [7] can be obtained from 

ours. Also, Theorem 3.4 includes the Ascoli theorem found in [3], p. 233- 
234.
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